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Jan 10, 2014 As others have mentioned, the game is locked to 30-35fps on my Samsung 23" LCD which is a shame as this is a
reasonably high resolution display which I have all the other Metal Gear Rising games running on at their native resolutions (4K

etc) and they run fine, so it seems it's the game itself that is the problem. Nvidia Control Panel has no problems changing the
refresh rate, but it doesn't apply it to the game. If you wish to change the refresh rate while the game is running, you'll need to

install WHDLoad, as described here The setting you want to change is "Anti-Aliasing Level" with AMD equivalents being
"Display Quality" and "MEMORY". I've just tested that this works on PC, and I'm certain it will work on Xbox also. Jan 10,

2014 Open the program, in game set to windowed mode then click refresh and select MGR. Hit fullscreenize and voilà, enjoy
your 60fps fullscreen. A: I noticed that from Nvidia control panel it was playing at 25fps but when I set it to 60hz it re-appeared
at the same speed. Q: Ubuntu failed to automatically add correct fstab mount points for my SSD external drive on startup I have

tried Ubuntu 12.04 (installed from disk) and 13.04 and the result is the same. The SSD eSATA drive is automatically
recognized and I can access it from the file manager without using the disks utility. When accessing it I can see that

/media/mmcblk1f is the mounted SSD location. When I reboot the drive is no longer accessible. So I need to use the disks utility
and enter the correct fstab mount points to have access to the SSD. I have checked all the threads about the /media/mmcblk*

paths are not recognized when rebooting but nothing worked for me. This was working perfectly fine with 12.04 (and as far as I
can remember 13.04 too) until one day when I made a normal system upgrade. All my Ubuntu versions are from the default

install on CD or USB. Has anybody else faced this problem? What can I do to make Ubuntu recognize the SSD automatically?

1.3 Use a Capture card • you get a timestamped image. • you can save it to the img folder. 1.4 You can use a USB program like
teraCopy • it uses the same format as img. • you can save it to the img folder. 1.5 You can use a different software that do the

same thing. • save it to the folder with your game folder. • you will need to recopier it. 2.0 If you have met this problem before,
you need to download the new metal gear rising revengeance.exe. 2.1 If you are having this problem, DO NOT place the new
file in the original game folder. 2.2 If this is really the problem, then you need to uninstall the original game, or else you will
keep that file until you delete the game entirely. 2.3 However, that is not going to fix the problem. You need to erase all files

from that folder and place the new one back in the folder. 2.4 Be aware that your game folder will be emptied. 2.5 If you have a
SSD, which most people do. DO NOT panic. Simply activate windows file system redirection (via right click). 2.6 It will simply
erase all files in the original game folder. 2.7 Then you simply have to copy the new file to the original folder. 3.0 If this is not

the problem, then you are in the right place. 3.1 To my understanding, this is going to be a pain. 3.2 So you simply have to erase
all files from that folder and place the new one back in the folder. 3.3 However, that is not going to fix the problem. You need

to erase all files from that folder and place the new one back in the folder. 3.4 DO NOT panic. 3.5 However, that is not going to
fix the problem. You need to erase all files from that folder and place the new one back in the folder. 3.6 However, that is not

going to fix the problem. You need to erase all files from that folder and place the new one back in the folder. 3.7 However, that
is not going to fix the problem. You need to erase 570a42141b
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